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Abstract: The Raspadalica Cliff is an almost vertical 100 m high limestone cliff with a railway line
at its foot and is known for numerous rockfall occurrences in the past. This article presents the
results of the geotechnical study of the cliff based on a traditional geological and geotechnical field
survey and remote sensing analysis. Both the traditional geological and geotechnical field survey
and remote sensing surveys and analyses enabled the establishment of the structural model of the
Raspadalica Cliff and the determination of the discontinuity sets and discontinuity features, such
as orientation, spacing, persistence, roughness, discontinuity wall strength, aperture, degree of
weathering of discontinuity wall, seepage conditions, and the presence and hardness of discontinuity
filling. Kinematic analyses were performed on five cliff zones with slightly different structural
features, indicating a relatively low probability of typical failures in the cliff rock mass that precede
the rockfall occurrences. Although rockfall phenomena from the cliff face are relatively frequent, the
kinematic analyses did not indicate a high probability of their occurrence. The aim of this manuscript
is to make scientists and practitioners aware that investigation of rock mass cliffs and possible rockfall
failures must not be based on usual methods without critical review of the obtained results and
consequences. The combined use of traditional geological and geotechnical methods and more
commonly used advanced remote sensing methods leads to better modelling, while the analysis of
more associated failure modes can explain the triggering of rockfall.

Keywords: rockfall; cliff; unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV); photogrammetry; structure from motion
(SfM); kinematic analysis

1. Introduction

Rockfalls, by definition, are phenomena that include the detachment, falling, rolling,
and bouncing of rock fragments from a slope, singly or in clusters, and the fragments may
be defragmented during impact [1]. Occurrences can range from small fragments to massive
blocks of different volumes and shapes falling, rolling, and bouncing down a slope [2,3].
Rockfall is one of the most frequent and dangerous types of landslides, which can cause
numerous fatalities and high economic and social damage [4]. The high speed, mobility,
and energy of falling rocks prevent fast responses by evacuation or protection [2,3,5,6].

The Raspadalica Cliff is an almost vertical 100 m high limestone slope (Figure 1) located
at the contact of two geomorphological units, namely, the hilly Paleogene Flysch Basin and
the elevated Ćićarija Mountain Range in the northern part of Istrian Peninsula, Croatia [7–9].
The wider Raspadalica location is known for numerous instabilities occurring as rockfalls
from the Raspadalica Cliff, as well as landslides [10], that have previously caused significant
damage to the railway line located on the slope made of flysch succession at the foot of
the cliff.

In this paper we focus on rockfall occurrences from the Raspadalica Cliff, while the
slides on the flysch slopes below the cliff, which also caused damage to railway facilities,
are not mentioned in this manuscript. Although sliding of the flysch slopes have caused
multiple interruptions of railway traffic as well as multiple slope stabilization measures,
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the rockfall occurrences in the past were many times more dangerous and demanding
for remediation.
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Figure 1. A view of the Raspadalica Cliff, Istria Peninsula, Croatia. The rockfalls threatening the
railway line on the slope are clearly visible.

The documented history of rockfalls from the Raspadalica Cliff dates back to 1951,
when the railway technical office was faced with multiple traffic interruptions on the
railway caused by several landslides and rockfalls that threatened the stability of the
railway embankment and traffic safety. From 1951 to the present, numerous instabilities
events have occurred followed by a series of field investigations, remediation designs and
implementation of remedial measures, but the threat from rockfalls still exists.

In recent years traditional (conventional) geological and geotechnical methods as well
as more commonly used advanced remote sensing methods have been used to describe
geotechnical rock cliff models and to derive the geotechnical elements used in stability
analysis and potential failures of rock mass defined by the positions and orientations of
the rock joint systems. The Raspadalica Cliff is an example of a cliff characterized by
its geotechnical features that renders use of only traditional geological and geotechnical
methods (unavailability of individual parts of the cliff) or remote sensing methods (lower
exposure of individual joint sets) impossible and affects the necessary combination of both
methods. Additionally, kinematic analyses did not indicate a high probability of rockfall
occurrence, although rockfall phenomena from the cliff face were relatively frequent in
the past. The aim of this manuscript is to make scientists and practitioners aware that the
investigation of rock mass cliffs and possible rockfall failures must not be based on usual
methods without critical review of the obtained results and consequences. The combined
use of traditional geological and geotechnical methods and more used advanced remote
sensing methods leads to better modelling, while the analysis of more associated failure
modes can explain the triggering of rockfall.

In order to determine the detailed geological structure of the cliff and the causes of
rockfall occurrences at the Raspadalica Cliff, several campaigns of field investigations
have been carried out over the last decade. The first, conducted for remedial measures
and rockfall protection design, used the traditional methods of engineering geological
surveying and mapping [11] and was limited to the rock mass at the foot of the cliff due
to its height [12]. The second began in 2019 and was based on remote sensing techniques
combined with data collected by traditional surveying. In the last decade remote sensing
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techniques have been introduced to rock mass characterization with the aim of overcoming
the disadvantages of traditional surveys, through the acquisition of 3D high resolution
point clouds (3D HRPC) by non-contact measurements based on photogrammetry, airborne
light detection and ranging (LiDAR), terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) [13], where the remote sensing techniques applied were based on unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry data.

In this research, the geotechnical model of the Raspadalica Cliff was established, based
on HR 3DPC with about 32 million points generated from two UAV missions using both
traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys and remote sensing analysis based on
the recent achievements in remote sensing methods. The results of the combined methods
allowed the extraction of the orientation space of the visible discontinuity planes as well
as other discontinuity properties at five separate zones of the cliff, which differ slightly in
terms of dip, discontinuity orientation, and other discontinuity properties. Based on the
established geotechnical model of the cliff, statistical kinematic analyses were performed
that indicated a relatively low probability of rockfall occurrence. The analysis of various
instabilities determined that only a combination of two mechanisms could cause rock
block detachment, likely in combination with additional processes, such as lateral stress
relaxation; weathering and softening of joints in filling, freezing, and thawing processes;
hydrostatic pressure from water in subvertical discontinuities; and temperature effects.

2. Site Description
2.1. Geographic and Geological Settings

The Raspadalica Cliff is located in the northern part of the Istrian Peninsula in the
northwestern part of the Croatian Adriatic coast at the boundary between the Paleogene
Flysch Basin (i.e., Gray Istria) and the geomorphologically dominant elevation of the
Ćićarija Mountain Range (i.e., White Istria). The Ćićarija Mountain Range mainly consists
of carbonate rocks: Paleogene limestone (Figures 2 and 3). This area of the boundary of
the Paleogene Flysch Basin and the Ćićarija Mountain Range is a part of the overthrust
structure that stretches in a NW–SE direction. The kinematics of the rock units with
different geotechnical behavior (rigid and ductile rock masses) at the boundary between the
overthrust carbonate unit, the Ćićarija Mountain Range, and the Paleogene Flysch Basin,
is based on the relationship between the relatively rigid (carbonate rocks) and relatively
ductile (flysch rock complex) media during simultaneous deformations. The effects of
deformation are most distinctive at the contact (overthrust zone) between the limestone
and flysch rock complex. For this reason, the more ductile flysch rock mass is deformed
by the relatively rigid limestone rock blocks. Recent gravitational slides of huge carbonate
rock blocks over the flysch bedrock are also visible [7]. The flysch bedrock complex formed
by turbidite sedimentations is lithologically very heterogeneous due to the frequent vertical
and lateral alternations of different lithological sequences: marls, siltstones, fine-grained
sandstones, and very distinct layers of calcarenites. In contrast to the karstified limestone
rocks of the cliffs and the hill, the flysch bedrock is covered by Quaternary deposits. At the
foot of the cliffs, the coarse-grained fragments originating from the cliffs have mixed with
the silty clay from the flysch weathering zones, forming slope deposits of a few meters in
length at the foot of the carbonate rock complex of the Ćićarija Mountain [7].

The Raspadalica Cliff is a part of the Ćićarija Mountain Range, built of Paleogene
limestone, and the contact between the limestone rock mass of the cliff and the flysch
rock complex in the lower part of the slope is a reverse fault dipping ~23 degrees towards
the NE (Figures 3 and 4). The limestone mass is homogeneous, fine-grained, and well
stratified. The thickness of beds ranges from 10 cm to 2 m with several interlayers of coal
of several centimeters in thickness. The general dip of the bedding planes is relatively
favorable for stability of the cliff and inclined toward the slope, with minor variations along
the cliff. A detailed description of the geotechnical model of the cliff is described in the
following sections.
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Figure 4. Geological map of the Raspadalica Cliff (a) and marked schematic cross-section (A–A’): (b).
Overthrust limestone Lower and Middle Paleogene rock mass (1+2Pg) lies on Lower Eocene flysch
deposits (1E). The flysch deposits are covered with talus material originating from a limestone
cliff [12].

2.2. Raspadalica Cliff Rockfall History

The railway line threatened by rockfalls from the Raspadalica Cliff is the part of the
railway line that runs from the border between the Republic of Croatia and Slovenia to the
City of Pula, the largest city on the Istria Peninsula, which connects Istria with the railway
lines of the Fifth Pan European Corridor. The location of Raspadalica, where the railway line
is located on the flysch deposits in the toe of the 100 m high carbonate rock cliff, is known
for numerous slides that have caused considerable damage to the railway embankment
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and rockfalls, which, in addition to breaking railway facilities, have threatened the lives
of people and train traffic. The three most significant rockfalls occurred on 18 November
1975, causing fatalities, and on 11 August 1992 and 10 February 1999, causing significant
damage to the railway facilities. The significant rockfalls recorded by the Railways Technical
Office are listed in Table 1. There are no direct observations that accompanied registered
rockfalls from the Raspadalica Cliff but, analyzing the circumstances in which the rockfalls
were triggered, it is not possible to exclude any of listed influences on weakening of
particular blocks in the cliff. Analyzing the weather conditions during the registered
rockfall occurrences (listed in Table 1) it is possible to conclude that the decisive impact
was caused by rainfall infiltration in vertical joints, causing a rise of hydrostatic pressure at
the rock blocks in the cliff as well as an additional horizontal force necessary for rockfall
triggering. Most of the registered rockfalls have occurred during rainfall events or during
storms accompanied by high rainfall intensities. It is also remarkable that the dropped
rock blocks were positioned in the middle part of the cliff face that were exposed to higher
hydrostatic pressures than the blocks in the upper parts of the cliff.

Table 1. The rockfalls registered at the Raspadalica Cliff location by the Croatian Railways
Technical Office.

Date Time Rockfall Volume Consequences Note

11 February 1963 21:48 Unknown Traffic interruption -
6 September 1964 16:52 Unknown Traffic interruption -

18 November 1975 - >500 m3 Facilities damage,
human casualties

The train ran into rock blocks
and slipped off the tracks

16 March 1976 20:30 Unknown Traffic interruption -
28 May 1976 20:30 Unknown Traffic interruption -

28 January 1977 00:25 Unknown Traffic interruption -
2 March 1977 10:20 Unknown Traffic interruption -
7 May 1987 17:30 Unknown Traffic interruption Damage to train bumper

11 November 1987 01:45 Unknown Traffic interruption The train stopped before the
rock blocks

21 December 1990 03:45 ≈20 m3 Traffic interruption -
11 August 1992 14:15 >500 m3 Traffic interruption Caused by storm
21 October 1993 - ≈10 m3 Traffic interruption Caused by storm

3 October 1994 04:47 Block > 15 m3 Traffic interruption Locomotive and first wagon
slipped off the tracks

November 1998 - Six blocks ≈ 0.7 m3 each Traffic closed Blocks stopped over the railway
in the forest

10 February 1999 17:45 >500 m3 Facilities damage Caused by storm

2 November 1999 05:35 Block ≈ 2 m3 Traffic interruption The train stopped before the
rock block

27 November 1999 - Block ≈ 0.8 m3 Traffic closed -

16 December 2013 - ≈20 m3 Facilities damage Traffic stopped for
several months

Rockfalls at the Raspadalica Cliff location were not documented until 1963, but it was
noted that several occurrences reached the tracks and caused traffic interruptions. These
events prompted the Railway Technical Office to construct a 120m long and 2 m high
stone masonry wall at the foot of the cliff in 1964, forming a ditch to retain detached rock
masses. This wall played an important role in retaining most of the small, detached blocks,
but the larger blocks and fragmented material still bounced of the wall and reached the
railway facilities. The rockfall mass in February 1999 hit and completely destroyed the
stone wall in its central section. This section was renewed in 2000 and 2001 with 5 m high
embankment [14] of coarse stone debris material.

The last major rockfall occurred on 16 December 2013 (Figure 5), which caused an
interruption to railway traffic lasting several months. Following this, the construction of
rockfall protection measures was conducted based on field investigations [12] and rockfall
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protection design [15] and was completed in 2012. The field investigations are based on
traditional in situ surveys carried out by traditional engineering geological mapping of
the cliff face’s rock mass, limited to a narrow accessible zone at the foot of the cliff. The
design of rockfall protection [15] using rockfall protection barriers was carried out based
on assumptions about the rock blocks’ distribution in the cliff as well as the estimation
of unstable rock block positions at the cliff, rock block volumes, and possible rockfall
trajectories. The applied protection measures and rockfall barrier installation were carried
out in 2014. Details of the Raspadalica Cliff analyses carried out in recent years based on
new remote sensing techniques are presented in this article.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Raspadalica Cliff 3D Model Establishment

In recent years, unmanned aircraft vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry has been devel-
oped to collect spatial data. This very popular subject has found wider application in
geomatics [16–21], engineering geology [21–26], and geotechnical engineering [27–33]. The
products generated from UAV photogrammetry are usually datasets, such as point clouds,
high-resolution digital surface models, high resolution digital orthophotos, and photo-
realistic 3D models and visualizations [16,17]. Used in interdisciplinary studies, these
datasets resemble high-resolution spatial data acquired by micro technology, IT systems
and structure from motion (SfM) techniques for photogrammetric data processing. In this
study a custom-made vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) rotary wing hexacopter UAV
was used as an aerial vehicle platform. The system consisted of a carbon fiber tubular frame
with a radial setup of engines powered with a high-capacity lithium polymer (LiPo) battery.
The total weight of the system was approximately 3.6 kg. The flight time of the system
in normal conditions was about 26 min. The platform was equipped with the Pixhawk
flight controller (Version: 1.8.2.) with a single-frequency GNSS receiver and additional
sensors, such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, a 3-axis magnetometer, and a barometer used
for navigation support. The UAV was monitored and controlled by a ground station using
dual commands over the RF link. An essential component for the aerial survey was the
open-source software Mission Planner (version: 1.3.50.0, firmware: APM: Copter 3.4.4),
which was used for planning purposes, control, and the real-time management of the UAV.
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The UAV was equipped with a Sony Alpha 7R digital camera with the 36.3-megapixel
full-frame CMOS sensor (35.9 mm × 24 mm) and a high-quality Sony FE 35 mm Carl
Zeiss lens.

The system used in this research has the ability to determine the 3D motion trajectory
of the platform with PPK. The development of micro-technology and autonomous systems
as well as the increasing demand for precise spatial data enabled the determination of the
3D trajectory using the on-board GNSS receiver and the PPK method. The raw data were
stored on a memory integrated in the receiver of the moving platform. The data from the
base station were able to be simultaneously stored in raw-data format or subsequently
downloaded from a network service. Then, it was possible to post-process the data together
with the rover data to obtain the 3D trajectory of flight and coordinates of events. In
our example, the position was derived from a dual frequency Septentrio AsteRx-m UAV
GNSS receiver. The reason for using the multi-rotor VTOL was its ability to assign precise
positions of images captured from different positions, its applicability for many specific
tasks, its ability to take-off and land with a minimal required area, and flight stability and
operation at lower altitudes. In addition, the above-mentioned custom-made multirotor
UAV with onboard precise positioning GNSS was able to capture full-frame high resolution
oblique images of steep cliffs in the Raspadalica Cliff area.

The field survey with UAV was conducted during two flight missions. The first
flight mission covered wider research area while the second flight mission was focused
on a detailed survey of the cliff. During the field surveys, an area of 20 ha was covered
with 273 oblique images with 80% longitudinal and lateral image overlapping. Post-
processing of the 3D trajectory was performed with an image position accuracy of 3 cm
planar and 5 cm in the vertical direction. The initial data processing in the office consisted
of assigning the coordinates of the image center and setting up coordinate systems. The
first step in the SfM workflow consisted of automatic identification and feature matching
in multiple overlapping images using the object recognition system scale invariant feature
transform (SIFT). Then, the matched feature points, along with the exact or approximate
image position and orientation, were used for a bundle block adjustment procedure. The
adjustment was based on 654,328 tie points. The average camera location error was 0.04 in
planar and 0.05 m in vertical direction. The mean reprojection error was 0.128 pixels. Based
on the 3D object reconstruction, a dense 3D high resolution point cloud (3D HRPC) with
about 32 million points was generated as well as a high resolution digital surface model
and orthophoto (Figure 6) with an average ground sampling distance (GSD) of 2 cm.
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3.2. In Situ and Remote Sensing Surveys

The traditional geological and geotechnical field survey was carried out to understand
the main lithology, geological formations, discontinuity sets, faults, and geotechnical geo-
logical model of the Raspadalica Cliff. The geological and geotechnical surveys were carried
out at a scale of 1:500 developed for the wider zone of the cliff area. The field investigations
were combined with the study at the orthophoto (at 1:5000 scale) and 3D HRPC to better
understand the geological and geomorphological features at the study area. Of particular
importance was the delineation of the contact between the limestone cliff structure and the
flysch rock mass in the foot. A traditional geotechnical survey was conducted to determine
the characteristics of the main discontinuity sets at the cliff, as well as to carry out a rock
mass classification using geomechanical classification (rock mass rating, RMR) [34] and
the geological strength index (GSI) [35]. Although the values of both classifications cannot
play an important role in determining the rockfall process, the classifications’ parameters
would give a good insight into the geotechnical cliff model. As highlighted earlier, the
geological and geotechnical field survey was limited to a narrow accessible zone of the
rock cliff at the foot of the cliff. Field measurements of the discontinuity features and
rock mass classifications were carried out at 34 accessible points at the foot of the cliff.
The precision of the measurements taken was achieved within certain limits defined by
the ISRM’s Suggested methods for the quantitative description of discontinuities in rock
masses [36].

After the establishment of the 3D HRPC model described previously, the model was
analyzed to identify the main characteristics of the rock mass structure, such as the de-
tection and mapping of the discontinuities and discontinuity sets, orientation and dip of
discontinuities, spacing of discontinuities, persistence of discontinuities, and roughness of
discontinues, as well as determination of rock block volumes. Due to the increasing use of
UAV photogrammetry and the SfM technique to create 3D HRPC models, various automatic
and semi-automatic techniques and methods have been developed to detect and map the
discontinuities and discontinuity sets [20,22–26,28,31,37–59], orientation and dip direction
of discontinuities [18,20,22,23,26,28,29,31,37–40,42–45,48,49,54–57,59–75], spacing of disconti-
nuities [20–23,32,37,42,46,49,53,63,65,70,72,75–83], persistence of discontinuities [21,22,31,
44,47,48,62,73,76,77,80,83–85], and roughness of discontinuities [22,26,37,71,86,87]. In this
study, a combination of traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys [86,88] and
remote sensing techniques were employed to detect and mapping of the discontinuities and
discontinuity sets, orientation and dip of discontinuities, and other discontinuity features
necessary for the analyses of rockfall occurrences and their consequences. Based on the
identified discontinuities and discontinuity sets and their orientations and spacing, the rep-
resentative block volumes were determined using the mean discontinuity spacing values
for each of the discontinuity sets according to Equation (1) proposed by Palmstrom [83]:

Vb = S1 × S2 × S3 × (sinγ1 × sinγ2 × sinγ3), (1)

where Si is the normal spacing and γ1 is the angle between the discontinuity sets. While the
shape of the blocks is mainly perpendicular, Equation (1) gives good data on the volumes
of the blocks present in the cliff.

Based on traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys as well as the previously
listed remote sensing techniques employed to identify and determine the discontinuities
and discontinuity sets and their characteristic from the 3D HRPC, the structural and
geotechnical model of the Raspadalica Cliff was established as the basis for identifying
rockfall causes and possibilities of further rockfall occurrences.

Due to the very high uplift of the Raspadalica Cliff face and the impossibility of
reaching the entire cliff face with traditional in situ geological and geotechnical surveys, a
remote sensing survey based on previously described techniques was applied to the 3D
HRPC model of the Raspadalica Cliff.
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3.3. Kinematic Analysis

Once the geotechnical model of the Raspadalica Cliff was established based on the
traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys and remote sensing analysis, it was
possible to analyze the causes of instability and the detachment of rock blocks from the
cliff face and the initiation of rockfall occurrences. Although, at first sight, the geotechnical
elements of the Raspadalica Cliff do not give any clues to the causes of the frequent rockfall
initiation reported in studied area, deeper analyses point to appropriate causes of instability.

The geotechnical model of the Raspadalica Cliff suggests a very low probability of the
occurrence of a general circular failure through the rock mass, while the historical evidence
indicates rockfalls were caused by the detachment of a specific block or group of blocks.
To identify the possible causes of failure associated with the existing joint sets and their
orientations, the kinematic analyses of plane, wedge, and toppling failure mechanisms [89]
were performed based on the data of the joint set discontinuity features collected through
both traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys and the remote sensing survey
and data analysis. Kinematic analyses were performed for each cliff zone employing the
Rocscience Dips software [90,91]. For each cliff zone, the exported discontinuity plane
(facets) and orientation (dip and dip directions) data extracted using the Cloud Compare
Facet plugin were imported into the Dips software, and kinematic analyses were performed
for each type of failure mechanism.

4. Results
4.1. Results of the Geological and Geotechnical Survey

After the completion of the traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys and
remote sensing analysis, the geotechnical model of the Raspadalica Cliff was established.
Although a view of the cliff face (Figure 1) may look homogeneous from the geotechnical
point of view of over the entire cliff, detailed analysis indicates five slightly different
models; however, based on their properties and rock block standings, according to the
general orientation and dip of cliff face zones, they should be considered and analyzed
separately. These zones (Zones Z1 to Z5) are presented in the 3D HRPC (Figure 7), where the
borders that separate the zones were determined by analyzing changes in the orientation
and dips of the main joint sets and changes in rock block volumes.

The folding in the rock mass structure is identified during the field investigation and
two folds within the cliff were identified: one fold is visible along the face of the cliff, while
the other is locally visible at the location of drop blocks in the west part of the cliff (Figure 8).
The folds in the eastern part (in Zones Z3 and Z4) are monocline type of fold and beds
lying at two different levels and quasi-horizontal (Figure 8a, left down). In the western part
of the cliff, in area of zone Z2, the remains of the anticline fold are visible; a limb of lower
beds are exposed while the upper rock material collapsed in historical toppling processes
(Figure 8b). This anticline fold was formed by bending due to the deformations of the
lower, relatively weaker Lower Eocene flysch deposits.

The recognition of five different zones was determined based on similar discontinuity
sets in each zone and carried out kinematic analyses represent possible failure mechanisms
for the slopes.

The Cloud Compare software [92] was employed to identify discontinuity sets and their
dips and dip orientations. The cliff face was divided into five zones (Figure 7), and for
each segmented zone extraction of joint planes and bedding using the Cloud Compare Facet
plugin [45,63] (Fast Marching procedure) was completed to identify their orientations (dip
directions and dips). An equal area projection was used in the presentations of the joint
data. Since most of the discontinuity planes belong to the joint set that is quasi-parallel to
the cliff face (Joint Set 1), and the other two are nearly perpendicular and rarely exposed
the joint sets (Joint Set 2 and bedding) could not be clearly recognized using the Facet
plugin, the Cloud Compare Compass plugin [92] was employed to measure the joint surface
orientations of the main joint sets (Figure 9).
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anticline fold western part of the cliff, in area of zone Z2 in the lower part of the figure.
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The spacing between the joints for each joint set necessary to determine block volumes
was determined using the Cloud Compare Distances tool, with which the distances in dif-
ferent cliff face zones were measured and analyzed. Although some developed remote
sensing methods that have been successfully applied to identify other discontinuity features
(separation, infilling, discontinuity wall roughness, and weathering grade) [83,86,93–97]
were used in the remote sensing survey of the Raspadalica Cliff, it was found that the
resulting data had too much scatter and were not as reliable as the data obtained by in situ
traditional geological and geotechnical surveys.
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional HR Point Cloud of the Raspadalica Cliff with extracted facets using
the Cloud Compare Facet plugin [43,61] (Fast Marching procedure). Orange and red to cyan facets
represent Joint Set 1, parallel with the cliff face; green to yellow facets represent Joint Set 2, almost
orthogonal to Joint Set 1; and blue facets represent Joint Set 3 (bedding).

Based on the statistical analyses of the data obtained from the 3D HRPC model of
Raspadalica Cliff using the Cloud Compare software, the mean values of the orientations,
discontinuity sets spacing and persistence for the total area of the Raspadalica Cliff are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Values of orientations, discontinuity set spacing, and persistence obtained by remote sensing
survey and analysis.

Joint Set Dip Direction/Dip Discontinuity Spacing (cm) Persistence (m)

Joint Set 1 8–209/73–84 250–500 >20
Joint Set 2 88–281/76–88 120–310 >20
Bedding 224–307/1–23 10–150 >20
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Compared to the results obtained by traditional geological and geotechnical surveys,
the remote sensing and data analysis results yielded only slightly different mean discontinu-
ity dip directions and dip values for identically determined joint sets. These discrepancies
are caused by a significantly higher number of statistically analyzed data obtained by the
remote sensing survey of the entire cliff face, while the traditional geological and geotechni-
cal surveys were limited to the accessible zone at the foot of the cliff and the low number of
joint measurements. Moreover, the block volumes were visually estimated in the traditional
geological and geotechnical survey, while the dimensions of the blocks were relatively
precisely measured using the tools available in the Cloud Compare software [92].

Another important element in determining the relevant block volume is discontinuity
persistence. The discontinuity size and persistence at the Raspadalica Cliff were derived
from the measured length of the traces on the exposed cliff face using manual methods
(scanline sampling and window sampling) in combination with various automatic and
semi-automatic image analysis techniques applied to the 3D HRPC model. As long as
the rock face is clearly exposed, manual sampling is a common method for discontinuity
persistence determination [89]. Although the straight scanlines imply a direct measurement
of the joint traces between the joint intersections on the rock slope face, in this research,
most of the data were provided by measurements from the 3D HRPC model using the
Cloud Compare Distances tool. Direct surveys were conducted at the easily accessible foot
of the cliff, where detailed scanline surveys were completed [98]. Window sampling was
also used for discontinuity persistence determination. Rectangular areas were selected for
window sampling because of the perpendicular shape of the blocks, and the side lengths
of the rectangles were twice as long as the sides of the largest blocks. The results of the
manual methods were combined with the results of automatic and semi-automatic image
analysis techniques [22,47,62,73,76,77,80,84,85] applied to the 3D HRPC model and used to
determine the size of the relevant block.

In all zones, the traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys and remote
sensing analysis indicated three main sets of mechanical discontinuities in the rock mass:
one set representing bedding planes and two sets of joints approximately orthogonal to
the bedding planes, forming almost parallelepiped rock blocks of different volumes. The
following sections describe the results that follow from the traditional geological and
geotechnical field survey and remote sensing analysis.

In Situ Traditional Geological and Geotechnical Survey

Geologic and geotechnical investigations were conducted in an accessible area at the
foot of the cliff to identify all the discontinuities and to describe all discontinuity features,
such as orientation, spacing, persistence, roughness, discontinuity wall strength, aperture,
degree of discontinuity wall weathering, seepage conditions, and the presence and hardness
of discontinuity filling [12].

The observed discontinuities were grouped into three main sets (bedding, Joint Sets 1
and 2) as follows. Bedding dips from the NE (dip direction 0–25 degrees) to the SW and
NW (dip direction: 230–305 degrees), but these variations are caused by a relatively gentle
dip (15–30 degrees) and are strongly dependent on the measurement location. Joint Sets 1
and 2 are mostly subvertical with dips from 75 to 85 degrees and are nearly perpendicular
sets of discontinuities, with the Joint Set 1 nearly parallel to the cliff face (dip direction:
10–30 or 155–210 degrees), while Joint Set 2 is nearly perpendicular to the cliff face and only
occasionally exposed (dip direction: 90–120 or 275–280 degrees). Table 3 presents the mean
values of orientations, discontinuity sets spacing, and persistence determined by in situ
traditional geological and geotechnical surveys.
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Table 3. Values of orientations, discontinuity set spacing, and persistence obtained by in situ tradi-
tional geological and geotechnical surveys.

Joint Set Dip Direction/Dip Discontinuity Spacing (cm) Persistence (m)

Joint Set 1 10–210/75–85 300–500 >20
Joint Set 2 90–280/75–85 100–300 >20
Bedding 230–305/0–25 20–200 >20

The other discontinuity features (separation, infilling, discontinuity wall roughness,
and weathering grade) were collected and used in the following rock mass description as
more reliable data about rock mass discontinuity information than the data obtained by the
remote sensing survey.

4.2. Geotechnical Model of the Raspadalica Cliff

Based on the results of the traditional geological and geotechnical field surveys,
as well as the remote sensing survey and data analysis, the geotechnical model of the
Raspadalica Cliff was established, which presented the three main recognized joint sets,
their orientations, and all other discontinuity features that are important for conducting
stability analyses and identification of the causes of rockfall occurrences. For each of the
identified zones, the mean values of joint set orientations and dip directions, as well as
other discontinuity features were determined. According to the identified discontinuity
features, the Geotechnical rock mass classification [34] was determined and the mean RMR
values were calculated for each cliff zone. The mean values of joint set orientations and dip
directions, discontinuity features, block volumes, and RMR values for each cliff zone are
presented in Table 4.

4.3. Kinematic Analysis

The results of kinematic analyses are expressed as probability occurrence for any of
possible failure mechanisms (planar sliding, direct toppling and flexural toppling; wedge
failure was excluded because of very low probability of occurrence). An expression of
the probability of failure occurrence was presented as kinematic hazard index by [99], as
a number of failures meeting kinematic conditions of failure relative to total number of
possible failures. In fact, it is not a hazard index (because of lack of temporal element), but
it can express the rockfall probability for different failure modes. Additionally, the term
rockfall probability must not be equated with the term susceptibility because it just points
out the kinematic possibility of a failure, but not the probability of occurrence of this type of
failure, which should include other parameters that have an impact on failure occurrence.

The Joint Set 2 and bedding are not so clearly expressed that their dips and dip
orientations can be clearly determined, but the number of joints can be determined. The
rock mass package is pretty regular, especially for the bedding, while the Joint Set 2 is
regularly almost perpendicular to the most expressed Joint Set 1 and minor deviations in
orientation have no impact on general results of kinematic analysis.

The results of the analyses pointed to almost no probability of wedge failure because
of almost orthogonal orientation of two subvertical joint sets (Joint Sets 1 and 2), where Joint
Set 1 is parallel to the cliff face. The remaining three analyzed failure mechanisms (plane,
block, or direct toppling and flexural toppling) [89] indicated that these failure modes can
occur at several locations of the cliff in all zones, but with a relatively low probability of
occurrence. The results of the performed analyses are presented in Figure 10 and Table 5,
for each zone and for each analyzed failure mechanism.
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Table 4. The mean values of the joint set orientations and dip directions, discontinuity features, block volumes, and RMR values for each cliff zone based on results
of in situ traditional geological and geotechnical surveys, remote sensing survey, and data analysis. Superscript * indicates data based on in situ traditional geological
and geotechnical surveys, + indicates data based on remote sensing survey, while x indicates data obtained by data analysis. Abbreviations: JRC = Joint Roughness
Coefficient; Weathering Grades: SW = Slightly Weathered, MW = Moderate Weathered.

Cliff
Zone Joint Set Mean Dip

Direction/Dip +
Discontinuity
Spacing (cm) +

Separation
(mm) * Infilling * Roughness

(JRC) *
Weathering

Grade *
Block

Volume (m3) x RMR x

Z1
Joint set 1 10/85 300–500 5–100 None 8–10 SW/MW

1.2–10.0 58Joint set 2 280/80 80–100 <5 None 8–10 SW/MW
Bedding 305/30 50–200 1–50 Hard filling 6–8 SW/MW

Z2
Joint set 1 190/85 >100 1–5 None 8–10 SW/MW

0.5–15.0 60Joint set 2 110/85 100–300 0.1–5 None 8–10 SW/MW
Bedding 25/25 50–200 <5 Hard filling 6–8 SW/MW

Z3
Joint set 1 205/75 50–300 >5 None 4–6 SW

0.01–18.0 54Joint set 2 110/80 20–300 >5 None 4–6 SW
Bedding 230/20 10–200 1–5 Hard filling 4–6 SW/MW

Z4
Joint set 1 10/85 50–300 <5 None 6–8 SW

0.03–25.0 58Joint set 2 280/75 50–300 <5 None 6–8 SW
Bedding 0/15 50–300 <5 Hard filling 4–6 SW/MW

Z5
Joint set 1 5/75 50–300 <5 None 6–8 SW/MW

0.05–18.0 58Joint set 2 90/80 50–300 <5 None 6–8 SW/MW
Bedding 10/20 20–200 1–5 Hard filling 6–8 SW/MW
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Figure 10. Kinematic analyses of the Raspadalica Cliff by cliff zones according to planar sliding,
direct toppling and flexural toppling, conducted using Rocscience Dips software [91]. The results are
presented in rows for each zone (e.g., Zone Z1 is in the first row). The results of planar sliding are in
the first column, direct toppling in the second column, and flexural toppling in the third column.
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Table 5. Summary of conducted kinematic analyses according to cliff zones. Probability is expressed
as the ratio of number of planes (or combination of planes) meeting the conditions for a failure related
to the number of all planes (or combination of planes). All planes determined in a zone are used in
verification of all kinematic mechanisms.

Cliff Zone Type of Failure Probability (%) Number of Planes

Planar sliding 3.06
Z1 Direct toppling 11.11 914

Flexural toppling 22.76

Planar sliding 3.10
Z2 Direct toppling 8.25 3099

Flexural toppling 43.21

Planar sliding 3.93
Z3 Direct toppling 11.22 2750

Flexural toppling 40.73

Planar sliding 3.73
Z4 Direct toppling 8.33 3301

Flexural toppling 43.93

Planar sliding 2.43
Z5 Direct toppling 9.94 2260

Flexural toppling 32.88

4.4. Stability Analysis

According to the results of the kinematic analyses conducted for each zone of the cliff
(Zones Z1 to Z5) presented in Figure 10 and Table 5, the probability of planar sliding and
direct toppling in all five zones is relatively low, while the probability of flexural toppling
has a relatively high failure (>40%). Analyzing the possibility of flexural toppling at the
Raspadalica Cliff, it was determined that the rock mass conditions those have significant
impact on occurrence of flexural toppling are not present at the Raspadalica Cliff. The
process of flexural toppling is usually formed in slopes built of continuous columns of
rock separated by well-developed, steeply dipping discontinuities breaking in flexure as
they bend forward. Block–flexure toppling is characterized by pseudo-continuous flexure
along long columns that are divided by numerous cross joints, which are not present at
Raspadalica Cliff, and there is no evidence of any block–flexural toppling failure at the
Raspadalica Cliff in the past. It is very clear that in a case of flexural toppling, rockfall
occurrences should be evident at the top of the cliff and not in the middle part of the rock
face, as it is at the Raspadalica Cliff. Analyzing toppling stability of single blocks at the top
of the cliff as well as the stability of fictive single columns to the bottom of the cliff, taking
into account unfavorable dimensions and maximal determined dip of the base, neglecting
the impact of friction at the side walls of a block, centers of gravity of all blocks, and fictive
lie inside their bases, confirming the stability regarding toppling. Additionally, based on
determined bedding and joint set dips and dip direction, no change was found in the
sense of increasing the dips of the layers in the upper part of the cliff that would point to
development of flexural toppling mechanisms in the cliff rock mass.

Finally, it was concluded that flexural toppling, despite the relatively high percent of
possible flexural failure (>40%), is just a result of kinematic conditions for flexural toppling
built into Rocscience Dips software [91] but has no real basis in in situ phenomena and can be
neglected in further stability analyses.

The remaining two mechanisms of failure in rock mass predestined by orientations
of joint sets and bedding, planar sliding, and direct toppling, have relatively very low
probability of failure occurrences (planar sliding < 3.93%; direct toppling < 11.22%, Table 5)
that is supported by general joint set orientations and dip directions and discontinuity
features that affect stability of the cliff.
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Analyzing planar sliding and direct toppling stability of the block in the Raspadalica
Cliff, the geometrics and acting forces of these two mechanisms included in the analyses
are schematically presented in Figure 11 (according to [90]).
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with permission [90] 2004, Spoon Press).

General geometric conditions in order for planar failure to occur in the identified
blocks at the Raspadalica Cliff face are satisfied [90], except that the dip of sliding plane (in
this case bedding plane) must be greater than the angle of friction of this plane:

Ψp > Φ (2)

where Ψp is dip of sliding plane and Φ is the angle of friction of bedding plane. According to
the remote sensing survey and analyses (Table 2) and traditional geological and geotechnical
surveys (Table 3), the maximal dips of the bedding plane in all cliff zones are lower than
25 degrees. If a conservative value of basic angle of friction, Φb, is 30 degrees for limestone,
that is mostly significantly lower than a real angle of friction at bedding planes, Φ, which
was adopted as the relevant value; therefore, it is clear that the sliding failure along the
bedding plane cannot occur.

Additionally, there are several other parameters, except of basic angle of friction,
that influence the strength of discontinuities: undulation or roughness expressed with
the joint roughness coefficient, JRC, and joint wall compressive strength, JCS [100]. There
are several other parameters that are usually not directly included in determination of
the strength of discontinuities, such as separation, infilling, weathering grade of joint
walls, and persistence. These parameters have an impact on the joint roughness coefficient
and joint wall compressive strength. Smaller separation, together with undulation and
infilling, directly influenced the strength of discontinuities: smaller separation impact
on rise of the strength as well as hard filling or no filling, while the weak filling (clayey
material) can significantly decrease the strength. Weathering grade of joint walls is related
to joint wall compressive strength, where lower degree of weathering influences higher
joint wall compressive strength. Longer persistence has no direct influence on the strength
of discontinuities but has an unfavorable impact on instability mechanisms for larger
volumes of rock mass.

In case of the Raspadalica Cliff and the determined characteristics of rock mass sum-
marized in Table 4, it can be concluded that the separation of bedding and joint sets is
relatively large in all cliff zones and, despite the absence of infilling and presence of hard
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filling, has a negative influence on the strength of discontinuities. Measured values of
the joint roughness coefficient for bedding and joint sets in all cliff zones point to smooth
(JRC = 4–8) to undulating (JRC = 8–10) bedding and joint sets that just slightly influence
the rise of the strength of discontinuities. At present, weathering has a very low degree
of significant impact on bedding and joint set walls that is mostly slightly (SW) to mod-
erate weathered (MW), implicating higher values of joint wall compressive strength and
consequently higher values of the strength of discontinuities. In general, the conditions
of bedding and joint sets in the Raspadalica Cliff can be accepted as positive in terms of
bedding and joint friction increasing, and it is reasonable that for considerations of general
stability, higher values of basic angle of friction for limestone (Φb, = 31–37 degrees [100]) can
be used. In particular, analyses of all three considered mechanisms (planar sliding, direct
toppling, and flexural toppling) are necessary to determine the strength of discontinuities,
taking into account all individual influences and the particularly crucial influence of normal
stresses, as well as the possible impact of ground water.

Expressed as the factor of safety, FoS, along an inclined bedding plane, neglecting the
impact of friction at the side walls of a block,

FoS =
cA + (WcosΨp − U − Vsin Ψp) tan Φ

WsinΨp + Vcos Ψp
(3)

where c is cohesion; A the area of sliding plane; and W, U, and V forces are presented in
Figure 11a. Neglecting cohesion at the sliding plane, and in conditions with no impact from
ground water (dry conditions), Equation (3) can be written as

FoS = tan Φ/tan Ψp (4)

where, generally, all blocks in the cliff are higher than FoS > 1.34.
According to the previous calculation, it is very clear that planar sliding cannot occur

in dry conditions. In conditions of high rainfall intensity events, a sudden rise of ground
water in vertical joints behind the cliff face can be caused, and, consequently, the rise of
horizontal force V caused by hydrostatic water pressure and buoyancy force U at the sliding
plane. The rise of these forces is not high enough to cause a significant fall of the factor of
safety in the upper parts of the cliff but can reduce its initial value. In the deeper parts of
the cliff, the hydrostatic pressure is significantly higher, causing the extrusion of individual
blocks and widening vertical joints parallel to the cliff face.

Considering the toppling failures at the Raspadalica Cliff, it was identified that most of
occurred toppling failures can be determined as a secondary toppling mode [90,98], where
the toppling of blocks in strong upper rock mass is due to the weathering of underlying
week coal material. The weathering of coal material enabled the separation of individual
blocks from upper rock mass while the bed layers formed a roof over a separated block.

In these conditions, it is possible to identify the stability of a single block (neglecting
the impact of friction at the side walls of a block), as is illustrated in Figure 11b. The
Figure 11b shows the conditions that indicate on stable, sliding, or toppling blocks with
height of y and width of ∆x on a plane dipping at an angle Ψp. Toppling occurs if when the
center of gravity of the block lies outside of the base:

∆x/y < tan Ψp (5)

In the case of the Raspadalica Cliff, where the ratio between ∆x and y is approximately
equal to 1.0, the majority of blocks are far from the possibility of toppling. Additionally, in
cases when the toppling conditions could occur, a roof over a block can prevent overturning.

As it was shown in the case of planar sliding, the stability conditions change in cases
of high rainfall intensity events, as they cause a sudden rise of ground water in vertical
joints behind the cliff face and, consequently, the rise of horizontal force on the blocks due
to by hydrostatic water pressure. Additional horizontal hydrostatic pressure impacts the
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center of gravity, moving it to the outside border of the block, but a roof over the block can
prevent overturning. The result of this would be the sliding of the block along the bedding
plane to the face of the cliff and moving the point of overturning inside the base of a block.
Similarly to sliding mechanisms, the rise of these forces are not so efficient in the upper
parts of the cliff. In the deeper parts of the cliff, the hydrostatic pressure is significantly
higher, causing the extrusion of individual blocks and widening vertical joints parallel to
the cliff face.

5. Discussion

Analysis of the results of the kinematic analysis suggests that the probability of failure
occurrence (expressed as the number of failures meeting kinematic conditions of failure
relative to the total number of possible failures) is relatively low and not indicative of a
likely frequent occurrence of instability initiation. The results of the kinematic analyses
pointed to a relatively high probability of flexural toppling, but these values should be
critically considered at the Raspadalica Cliff. The process of flexural toppling is usually
formed in slopes built of continuous columns of rock separated by well-developed, steeply
dipping discontinuities breaking in flexure as they bend forward. Block–flexure toppling
is characterized by pseudo-continuous flexure along long columns that are divided by
numerous cross joints. At the Raspadalica Cliff no flexure was identified and despite
the relatively high percent of possible flexural failure (>40%), the low susceptibility is
determined. It is very clear that in case of flexural toppling, rockfall occurrences should
be evident at the top of the cliff and not in the middle part of the rock face, as it is at the
Raspadalica Cliff. To determine the objective causes of instability initiation, more detailed
analyses were performed on micro locations of the cliff face from where the rock blocks
were detached, leaving clear signs and geotechnical elements that caused instability. From
the analysis of several main instability signs, it was found that they were caused by a
combination of the joint influence of two instability mechanisms (sliding and toppling) on
the rock blocks of the cliff face, as well as a rise of horizontal forces caused by groundwater
rising in the vertical joints parallel to the cliff face, Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12 presents part of Zone 3 in the middle part of the cliff. Instability 1 in the upper
part of the cliff face was caused by the joint influence of sliding and toppling mechanisms
and both movements (displacement and rotation) were parallel to the cliff face. The stability
analyses showed that the factor of safety (FoS) for each particular mechanism is satisfactory,
and only a combination of mechanisms caused rock block detachment. Instability 2 in
the lower part of the cliff face was caused by the joint influence of sliding and toppling
mechanisms, and both movements (displacement and toppling (rotation)) were almost
orthogonal to the cliff face. The bedding plane is too slightly inclined to cause the sliding of
the rock block, while the bed above the fallen block prevented toppling (rotation), but the
simultaneous action of the two mechanisms allowed rockfall to be triggered in conditions
where additional forces were caused by rainfall infiltration and rise of horizontal forces
caused by hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 13 presents part of Zone 2 in the western part of the cliff. Instabilities 2 and
3 in the central part of the cliff face were caused by the joint influence of sliding and
toppling mechanisms, and the direction of the instabilities was perpendicular to each
other. The stability analyses showed that the factor of safety (FoS) for each particular
mechanism was satisfactory, and only a combination of mechanisms caused the rock block
detachments. The bedding planes are too slightly inclined to cause rock block sliding, while
the bed above the fallen blocks prevented rotation, but the simultaneous action of two
mechanisms allowed rockfall to be triggered in conditions where additional forces were
caused by rainfall infiltration and rise of horizontal forces caused by hydrostatic pressure.
It is not known whether these events occurred simultaneously or whether they were two
separate processes.
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These two joint mechanisms are associated with some other processes related to the
weakening of joint friction forces caused by lateral stress relaxation, weathering, and the
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softening of joints infilling (coal interlayer) caused by freezing and thawing processes,
and rock mass weathering processes, as well as by water (hydrostatic pressure of water in
subvertical discontinuities, effects on the reduction of effective stresses at bedding planes)
and temperature effects (pressure after freezing of water in subvertical discontinuities and
the spreading and shrinkage of rock mass due to temperature effects of insolation).

There are no direct observations that accompanied registered rockfalls from the Ras-
padalica Cliff, but analyzing the circumstances in where the rockfalls were triggered, it is
not possible to exclude any of the listed influences on the weakening of particular blocks
in the cliff. Analyzing the weather conditions during the registered rockfall occurrences
(listed in Table 1), it is possible to conclude that the decisive impact was caused by rainfall
infiltration in vertical joints, causing a rise of hydrostatic pressure to the rock blocks in
the cliff as an additional horizontal force necessary for rockfall triggering. Most of the
registered rockfalls occurred during rainfall events or during storms accompanied by high
rainfall intensities. It is also remarkable that the fallen rock blocks were positioned in the
middle part of the cliff face, which was exposed to higher hydrostatic pressures, than the
blocks in the upper parts of the cliff.

6. Conclusions

This manuscript presents an analysis of the rock mass structure and the causes of
rockfall occurrences at the Raspadalica Cliff, Istria, Croatia; a nearly vertical, 100 m-high
limestone cliff with a railway line at its foot, known for numerous rockfall occurrences
in the past. In situ traditional geological and geotechnical surveys, as well as remote
sensing surveys, were used to establish a geotechnical model of the cliff and to determine
the causes of numerous rockfall occurrences in the past that have threatened the railway
line and caused significant damage and human injuries. The aim of this manuscript is
to make scientists and practitioners aware that the investigation of rock mass cliffs and
possible rockfall failures must not be based on usual methods without the critical review
of the obtained results and consequences. The combined use of traditional geological and
geotechnical methods and more used advanced remote sensing methods leads to better
modelling, while the analysis of more associated failure modes can explain the triggers
of a rockfall. The traditional in situ geological and geotechnical surveys were limited to
the available positions at the foot of the cliff due to the steep cliff face. Data collected by
remote sensing were limited because most of the discontinuity planes belonged to the
joint set that are quasi-parallel to the cliff face (Joint Set 1), while the other two nearly
perpendicular and rarely exposed joint sets (Joint Set 2 and bedding) were not clearly
visible and made identification of the quasi-perpendicular planes impossible. The absence
of these geotechnical elements made it difficult to construct a fully defined geotechnical
model of the Raspadalica Cliff and to identify the causes that initiated rockfall in the study
area. Although at first glance the geotechnical elements of the Raspadalica Cliff do not
provide any clues to the causes of the frequent rockfall events in the study area, deeper
analyses suggest reasonable causes for rockfall instabilities. The performed kinematic
stability analyses using data obtained by in situ and remote sensing surveys indicated the
joint influence of two instability mechanisms (sliding and toppling) in the rock blocks of
the cliff face, probably supported by additional forces, were caused by rainfall infiltration
and rise of horizontal forces. These two mechanisms are associated with other processes
that have influenced the weakening of joint friction forces due to lateral stress relaxation,
weathering, and the softening of joints infilling (coal interlayer) caused by freezing and
thawing processes, rock mass weathering processes, and water and temperature effects.
These processes will continue, so rockfall occurrences at the Raspadalica Cliff can be
expected in the future. The next step will be to determine rockfall hazards and risks in
order to select the appropriate protection from rockfalls for the railway line in the future.
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